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Abstract 
Gao Hongzhu, Representing homology classes of almost definite 4-manifolds, Topology and its 
Applications 52 (1993) 109-120. 
For simply connected 4-manifolds CP*#TTZ~~, the representing problem of homology classes 
by embedded spheres is studied. A nonrepresentability condition is given. By using properties 
about automorphisms of unimodular quadratic forms over integers, some representability results 
are obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
The content of this paper is organized as follows: first, using the result of Wall 
[51, we analyse a basic property about automorphisms of certain unimodular 
quadratic forms over integers. This is given mainly for later argument. Secondly, 
we investigate the problem about representing homology classes in almost definite 
4-manifolds CP’#m@P* and obtain some nonrepresentability results about ho- 
mology classes with positive square (Theorem 3.1). Combining this with the first 
part, we can determine such classes completely for m = 2 and 3 (Theorems 3.3 and 
3.4). As a consequence, we may deduce the theorems of Kuga [2] and Lawson [3] 
from our results. Finally, some positive results are given (Theorem 3.7). 
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2. Action of orthogonal groups 
Let X be a free Abelian group with a symmetric bilinear map C#J of XxX to 
the integers, with determinant _t 1, write x * y for #4x, y). An automorphism of 
the bilinear map is an automorphism of group X, such that 4(T_x, Ty) = 4(x, y) 
for all x, y EX. These automorphisms form a group B(Z), called the orthogonal 
group of X. 
Denote If (or 1-) to be the free Abelian group of rank 1, with basis u (or U) 
satisfying u .2.4 = 1 (or - 1). 
Theorem 2.1. For n < 3, under @(I++ nZ-1, each vector of positive norm is 
equivalent to a reduced vector au + b,v, + * * * + b,,vn with b, > b, > * * * > b, > 0, 
a >b,+ *.. +b,. 
The theorem is obvious for n = 1. For n = 2, this is [5, Theorem 2.31. Thus we 
need only to prove it for n = 3. 
Lemma 2.2 (see [5, 1.61). @‘(I++ 31-j is generated by trivial automolphisms and R, 
where trivial automorphisms refer to permutations of vi, vi; changing the signs of u 
and (or) vi; and 
R: 
I 
u ++ 2u + VI + v* + vj, 
VI H -u-v*-vu3, 
v2* -u-VI--vj, 
vg + -u - VI -v*. 
here u, vi are the basis of I+ and I- respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 for n = 3. After probably changing the sign of u and v, we 
may assume au + b,v, +b,v,+ b,v, satisfy a, b,>O. If a <b, +b,+ b,, then 
R(au + b,v, + b,v, + b,v,) = a’u + b;v, + b;v, + b;v,, where a’ = 2a - b, - b, - 
b, <a. 
Note that a2 - by - bi - bi > 0, so 
4a2 > 4( b: + bz + b:) 
> (b; + b; + b;) + (b; + b;) + (b; + b3’) + (b3’ + b;) 
> (b, + b, + b,)2. 
Hence 
2a>b,+b,+b,. 
Hence 
O<a’<a. 
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Next, we induct on a. If Ial= 1, then 1>b~+b,2+b~>\blI +Ib,I +lb,l. For 
arbitrary a with jal<lbil +lbzI +Ib,l, we can use R on lal~+Ibil~i+Ib,I~~ 
+ Ib3b3 to decrease Ial till we have Ial & I b,l + I b,l + I b,I.Then use trivial 
automorphisms to get the desired vector. q 
3. Representing homology classes 
Theorem 3.1. Let 5, ql, Q, . . . , q,,, be canonical generators of H,(@P2#mCP2, Z). 
u = a.$ + Cy!, biTi haspositive square, a, bi E Z. We can suppose 1 b, 1 z 1 b, I 2 . . . > 
Ib,l, w.l.0.g. If lalflbll + 1 and u* > max(C~!“,bC~ + 4, 5}, then u cannot be 
represented by an embedded sphere. 
Proof. Denote IZ = u* = a2 - Cy!lb?, w.l.o.g., we may assume a > b, > b, 2 . . . a 
b, > 0, then n > max(CyC”,,bL? + 4, 5). Let A4 = @P2#m@P2#(n - l)m*, with li, 
i=1,2 ,..., II - 1, being the generators of H,(M, 2) with respect to the additional 
(n - l)cP’. Suppose conversely that u is represented by an embedded sphere. 
Then v = u + Ey:tf, can be represented by a smoothly embedded sphere S in M. 
The self-intersection number of S = S . S = u2 = u2 - (n - 1) = 1. Hence the tubu- 
lar neighborhood N of S in A4 is the (+ ll-Hopf bundle over S. So XV is 
diffeomorphic to S3. Set W4 = (M4 - int N) U, 
intersection form. By Donald- 
son’s result [ll, the form of W is standard. But A4 = W#!?, where 
N = N U, D4 = CP*. Hence the form of M is the direct sum of that 
of W and A. Therefore (H,(W), (,)w) s (v I, (,)M). So there are 2(m + n - 1) 
(Y’S satisfying LY E H,(W, Z), CT. v = 0 and a2 = - 1. 
Write cx =x5 + Cy! i yini + Cy::zjlj. Then the Diophantine equations 
I 
ax= Ebiy,+n&j, 
i=l j=l 
n-1 
x2+1= Ey’+ X2,? 
i=l j=l 
shall have 2(m + n - 1) solutions. 
i=2 j=l 
(*I 
x2+1-- Fyf-n&; 
i=2 j=l 
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i.e., 
(a’-b:)x2-za[ii: 
n-1 
biy,+ czj x+ 
i=2 j=l 
) ( Ebiyi+fl&j 
2 
i=2 j=l I 
+q cy;+ Cz,?-1 
! 
m n-l 
=o. 
i=2 j=l I 
We view it as a quadratic equation of x, and denote A to be its discriminant. Then 
bA=a” cb,~,+~i~z~ 
i 
2 
- (a’-b2) 
i=2 j=l 
=q &yi+n~lZj 
i 
2 
-bf(a2-bf) fJyl?+fl~lr,?-l . 
i=2 j=l I ( i=2 j=l I 
Suppose b, # 0 and let 
Denote r to be the number of zj’s which are nonzero, s to be the number of 
zj’s with 1 zjl > 1. Then 0 =G s G r G n - 1. After renumbering, we 
zj#O for l<j,<r, and Izjl>l, for l<j<s. We divide equation 
cases. 
may suppose 
(*> into four 
Case A: r = n - 1. Then, 
d = F bi yi + ni’ 
i=2 
jclZ,)2- @2-b3[~$2+ ;<z:- 1) 
~bJy,I+ r:lz,l+n-s-l 2 
i=2 j=l 1 
-(a2-bf)( 2 yf+ kzJ+n-s-2 
i=2 j=l 
(here we use the definition of s and the condition r = n - 1) 
~bilyil + r: IZjl 
i=2 j=l 
(a’+:)( CY,'+ Cz’) 
i=2 j=l 
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(here the Cauchy inequality was used for the first term) 
- s+ 26; n+(s+1)2+(S+2) Ebf 
i i i=2 i=2 
= (s-n) izJ+2(n-s-1) k lZjl 
i j-1 j=l i 
+ (S-n) 5y:+2(n-s-l) &+lYi+z5$ 
i i=2 i-2 i=2 
-Sn+(S+1)2+(S+2) 
i=2 
I zj 1 a 2, so 2(n - s - l)Cf= II zj I (n l)Cj”= 
m 
j=l i=2 i=2 i=2 
+(S+1)2+(S+2) &; 
i=2 
< -sn-(n-s-1) &-bi)2- &-4s+(s+1)2+ &? 
i=2 i=2 i=2 
=--srz+(S-l)2+ ~bz-(,-,-1)~(lyil-bi)2- Eyf. 
i=2 i=2 i=2 
(i) If s G= C7L2b2 # 0 (we assume s 2 1 if Ey!2b? = O), then 
d< --sn+(s-l)*+ &,Z 
i=2 
< -s( s + 1) + S2 + E bz! 
i=2 
< 0. 
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(ii> If 1 =G s < Cy!n_2bf, then 
d< --sn+(s-l)2+ &? 
i=2 
< -sn+s2+ Eb,Z 
i=2 
(iii> If s = 0, and there exists 1 E (2,. . . , ml, such that 1 y1 I# b,, then 
d< -(n-l) E(IyJ-bJ- :y;+l+ &$ 
i=2 i=2 i-2 
Q -(n-1)+1+ &I? 
i=2 
< 0. 
(iv) If s = 0 and I yi ) = bi for all i = 2,. . . , m, we have d G 1. The equality holds 
iff there are no different signs among yi, zj for all i = 2,. . . , m, j = 1,. . . , n - 1. 
Then the Diophantine equations ( * > become 
i 
m 
x*+1= Cb?+n-l+y:=a2-b~-l+yl, 
i=2 
i_= +2b:+n-l)+b,y,= +2-b;-1)+b,y,. 
When II # b, + 1, eliminating y, we get 
(u2-b~)X2~2+-b:-1)X+(u2-b~-1)2+~~(u2-b~-2)=0. 
SO 
a +b, 
x=,u+------ 
- a”+’ 
which is not an integer. Hence there is no solution when a # b, + 1. 
When a = b, + 1, we have two solutions 
x= -b,, 
yi = -b, + 1, 
yi= -bi, 
zj= -1. 
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If there are different signs among {yi, zjli = 2,. . . , m, j = 1,. . . , n - l), it is easy 
to check that d < 0. 
Case B: 2 Q r < n - 2. Then 
d= gbiyi+ h 
i i=2 
j=~z,)2-(a*-~~)(~~2+~~z~-li 
(here the Cauchy inequality was used and equality holds iff 
b,/y, = zj for all i, j) 
=(r-n) Eyz+ hzf +n+ Fbf 
i i=2 j=l I i=2 
<r(r-n)+n+ Fb:. 
i=2 
Since 2 Q r Q n - 2, r(r - n) reaches its maximum exactly when r = 2 or n - 2. So 
d<2(2-n)+n+ Eb: 
i=2 
since II & max{C&b? + 4, 5}. 
Case C: r = 1. Then 
j*- (a’-b3( ,52Y:+zF 1) 
6) If there exists some i such that yi # 0 or 1 z, I# 1, then d < - 2(n - 1) + n + 
Cy!Zb; < 0. 
(ii) If yi = 0 for all i = 2,. . . , m, and 1 zI I= 1, then equation (* ) becomes 
“=b,yr +zf, 
x2 + 1 =y; + 1, 
z[= fl, 
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which has no solutions when a # b, + 1. When a = b, + 1, we solve it 
i 
x=y,=z,= fl, 
a =b, + 1, 
y,=O,i=2 m ,..*, , 
where I may be anyone that belongs to (1,. . . , n - 11, which has 2(n - 1) solutions. 
Case D: r = 0. Then 
d= ( ~2’iY~)2-(u2-b:)i $Y2Y? l) 
= -nFyL2+n+ Fbf. 
i=2 i=2 
(i) If C~Y2 y: > 2, then 
d< -2n+n+ EbF<O. 
i=2 
(ii> If C&y: = 1, i.e., there is some 1 E (2,. . . , m} such that 1 yr ) = 1 and yi = 0 
for all i # 1. Then equation (* ) becomes 
1 
x*+1=y;+1, 
M: = b,y, + b,y,, 
y,= *1. 
That is 
r 
x=y,,zj=o,j=l )...) n-l, 
yI= *l, ZE {2 ,..., m}, 
yi = 1, i E { 2,. . . , m} and i # 1, 
(a -b,)x=b,y,, 
which has at most 2(m - 1) solutions. 
(iii) If Cy!2 yf = 0, i.e., yi = 0 for i = 2, . . . , m, then ( * ) becomes 
i 
x2+ 1 =y:, 
ax =b,y,, 
which has no solutions. 
Summarizing the above deductions, we see that if a # b, + 1 and H 2 C~z2bf + 4 
or 5, then the Diophantine equations (* > have fewer than 2(n + m - 1) solutions. 
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The above discussions are based on b, # 0. If b, = 0, this means bi = 0 for all 
i=l ,...,m, then (*) becomes 
1 
n-1 
ax= czj, 
j=l 
x2+1= ~y~+~&+2. 
i=2 j=l 
So, we use the Cauchy inequality 
Hence 
x2 G r, 
m r 
Cy,‘+ Cz+r+l. 
i=l j=l 
This implies 1 zj I= 1 for j = 1,. . . , r and CT! 1 yf < 1. 
If CT!, y’ = 1, then 
x2+1=1+ Cz,F=l+r, 
j=l 
ax = r - 2r’, 
where Y’ is the number of zj’s with zj = - 1. 
a2x2 = (r - 2rr)2, 
so 
a2r = (r - 2rr)2 < r2 < (a’ - 1)r. 
Therefore 
r = 0. 
In this case there are 2m solutions: 
I 
x=zj=O, j=l ,...,n - 1, 
y,= +1, I= {l,...,m}, 
Yi=O> for all i # 1. 
If ET! 1 y: = 0, then 
ax=r-2r’ > 
x2+ 1 =r, 
a2x2=(r-2r1)2=a2(r-1). 
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Note r Q n - 1 = a2 - 1, so we have r’ = 0. Therefore, 
x2+1=f.7x=r, 
x2-Q.x+l=O, 
which has integer solutions iff a = &2. 
Thus the theorem is proved. q 
From the proof, we can also see 
Theorem 3.2. u = a5 E H2(CP2#m@‘, Z) is represented by an embedded sphere iff 
Ial G 2, where 5 is the canonical generator of H,(CP2#mCF2, Z) with respect to 
CP2. 
In Section 2, we proved for m G 3, each element in H2(@P2#mm2, Z) with 
positive square is equivalent under some automorphisms to a reduced vector 
au + b,v, + - * * +b,,,v, with b, 2 b, 2 . . . a b, & 0 and a > b, + b, + . . . +b,. 
Theorem 2 of Wall [6] says every such automorphism is induced by a diffeomor- 
phism of M. Thus for n = 2 or 3, we need only to consider such reduced vectors 
and this yields: 
Theorem 3.3. Let u = (a, b,, b,) E H2(@P2#2m2, Z) satisfy lb, 12 1 b2 l and 
lalalbll +lbzl. Th en u is represented by an embedded sphere iff 1 a 1 - I b, I < 1 or 
u = (&2, 0, 0). 
Theorem 3.4. Let u = (a, b,, b,, b3) E H2(CP2#3V2, Z) satisfy 1 b, Ia I b, I > ) b,) 
and lal>lb,I +(b,l +lb,l. Th en u is represented by an embedded sphere iff b, = 0 
and Ial -Ib,l<l or u = ( * 2, 0, 0, 0). 
The if part is known (see Wall [61 or Lawson [31). The other part of Theorems 
3.3 and 3.4 is direct from Theorem 3.2. 
As a consequence we can deduce Lawson’s theorem on representing homology 
classes in CP2#m2 and that of Kuga on S2 X S2 from our results. 
Corollary 3.5 (Lawson and Luo). u = ax + by E H2(CP2#m2, Z) is represented by 
anembeddedsphereiffIlal--Ibll<lor(a,b)=(O, f2)or(k2,0). 
Proof. The if part is known (see Wall [6]). Suppose I I a I - 1 b I I > 2, w.1.o.g. we may 
suppose a - 2 2 b 2 0. If (a, b) is represented by an embedded sphere in 
@P2#@p2, then (a, b, 1) is represented in CP2#m2#@p2, which contradicts to 
Theorem 3.3, since a > b + 2. q 
Corollary 3.6 (Kuga). pe + qq E H2(S2 X S2, Z) is represented by an embedded 
sphere iff IpI< 1 or lq(< 1. 
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Proof. The if part is trivial. Suppose w.1.o.g. p > 2, q > 2 and p[ + qq is repre- 
sented by an embedded sphere. Then p,$ + qv + 5 is represented in S* X S*#V*, 
where J is the canonical generator of H,(m*I. Note S* x S*#cP* is diffeomor- 
phic to @P*#m*#@p*. Let 5 = u - ui, 77 = u - u2, C = u1 + u2 - U. Then u2 = 
-u: = --u: = 1, uui = uu2 = ulu2 = 0. Hence U, ui, v2 can be viewed as obtained 
from the canonical generators of H,(CP*#~*#~*, Z) through an automor- 
phism. pc + qv + 5 = (p + q - 1)~ - (p - l)u, - (q - 1)~~. By Theorem 3.3, it is 
not represented by a smoothly embedded sphere. A contradiction. 0 
Note in CP*#m*, if 11 a 1 - 1 b II= 1, then a[ + b7 E H,(@P*#@p*, Z) is repre- 
sented by an embedded sphere, where 5, 77 are the standard generators of 
H,(CP*#m*, Z). The next theorem shows a similar result. 
Theorem 3.7. Let u = at + CT! lbrqi E H,(@P*#m@P*, Z>, where 5, vi are the 
canonical generators of H,(CP*#mCP*, Z>. Zf llal - 1 bi II= 1 for some i E 
0,. . . , m}, then u can be represented by an embedded sphere. 
Proof. We induct on m. For m = 2, w.1.o.g. we may assume 1 Ia I - I b, ) I= 1. Change 
the sign of generators if necessary, we can make a, b,, b, positive. Then 
a = b, + k, k = 1 or - 1. It is easy to check that 
1 
8+35+2~~+277~, 
T,: vi+ -25 - 771- 2772, 
7l2+ -2t- 27-/l- 772 
is an automorphism of H2(CP2#2m2, 77). 
(b, + k, b,, b2) 3 (b, + 3k - 2b,, b, + 2k - 2b,, 2k - b2) 
L(b,+3k-2b,, b,+2k-2b,, b,-2k) 
where T2 is the automorphism changing of the sign of T*. Set T = T2. T,, then 
(4 + k, b,, b2) L( b’,” + k, bi”, b’:‘) 
where by) = b, + 2k - 2b,, b!fj = b, - 2k. 
Denote bj”’ = T”b,, i = 1, 2. So we have, 
i 
b$“+“+“-2k, 
by+‘) = bi”‘+ 2k _ 2b$“‘_ 
Hence 
i 
b(2n) = b, - 2kn, 
by’ = b, - 2b,n + 2kn*. 
We can choose n, such that 0 G 6, - 2n Q 1. 
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If k = 1, then (b, + 1, b,, b2) 2 (by) + 1, b’,“), bp)) which is obviously rep- 
resented by an embedded sphere, since b ‘;’ = 0 or 1. By Theorem 2 of Wall [6], 
(b, + 1, b,, b2) = (a, b,, b,) is represented by a ;moothly embedded sphere. If 
k = - 1, set T’= TI 0 T2, then (b, - 1, b,, b,) - (by’ - 1, b’,“‘, b’,“‘), where 
bjn) = T’“b, and by’= b, + 2kn = b, - 2n = 0 or 1. Hence (b, - 1, b,, b,) = 
(a, b,, b2) is represented by an S*. Thus the theorem holds for m = 2. Suppose 
the theorem holds for m( a 2). For m + 1, we suppose 11 a ( - (b, II= 1 and a, b,, b, 
positive. From the deduction above, we see that 
(a, b,, b,, b, ,..., b,+l) =? (&), b’,“‘, b(;l), b, ,..., b,+J 
where R = T or T’ depending on a - b, = 1 or - 1 respectively, IZ is a positive 
integer satisfying 0 < b, - 2n Q 1. Since 1 a(“) - by’1 = 1, by the inductive hypothe- 
sis, (uCn), b’,“), b,, . . . , b, +1> is representable in @P2#mm2. Note br) = 0 or 1, 
therefore (a’“‘, b’,“‘, by’, b,, . . . , b,+I) is representable in CP*#(m + 1)cP2 by an 
embedded S2. By Theorem 2 of Wall [61 the automorphism R” : H2(@P2#2@P2, 
Z) + H2(CP2#2a)P2, Z> is induced by a diffeomorphism f : CP2#2m2 + @P2#2 
cP*. Then, R” CB Id is induced by the diffeomorphism f#Id : CP2#2m2#(m - 
l)m* + @P2#2@P2#(m - 1)m2, where Id is the identity map of (m - l)m* 
onto itself. This proves (a, b,, b,, b,, . . . , b,,,) is represented by an embedded 
sphere, and hence the theorem. q 
Remark 3.8. Using a similar technique we can show that a vector (a + 2, a, b) E 
H2(CP2#2m2, Z) with positive square is represented by an embedded S2 iff 
u=n*, b=2n oru=4n2+2n, b=4n+l. 
Remark 3.9. After submitting this paper the author became aware that a similar 
result was also obtained by Mr. K. Kikuchi and D.Y. Gan. 
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